We introduce new analysis methods for studying the star cluster formation processes in Orion A, especially examining the scenario of a cloud-cloud collision. We utilize the CARMA-NRO Orion survey 13 CO (1-0) data to compare molecular gas to the properties of YSOs from the SDSS III IN-SYNC survey. We show that the increase of v 13CO − v YSO and Σ scatter o older YSOs can be signals of cloud-cloud collision. SOFIA-upGREAT 158µm [Cii] archival data toward the northern part of Orion A are also compared to the 13 CO data to test whether the position and velocity offsets between the emission from these two transitions resemble those predicted by a cloud-cloud collision model. We find that the northern part of Orion A, including regions ONC-OMC-1, OMC-2, OMC-3 and OMC-4, shows qualitative agreements with the cloud-cloud collision scenario, while in one of the southern regions, NGC1999, there is no indication of such a process in causing the birth of new stars. On the other hand, another southern cluster, L1641N, shows slight tendencies of cloud-cloud collision. Overall, our results support the cloud-cloud collision process as being an important mechanism for star cluster formation in Orion A.
Introduction
Star cluster formation is an essential mechanism for the evolution of galaxies. Especially energetic feedback from massive stars associated with young clusters is likely to play a dominant role in determining the morphology and star formation efficiency of the natal giant molecular clouds (GMCs) . Despite this importance, we have quite limited theoretical understanding and observational constraints of how massive stars and star clusters form, since these systems are typically found far from the Sun, i.e., several kpcs, and are deeply embedded inside dense molecular structures at their early evolutionary stages.
It is widely accepted that most stars form in clusters (Lada & Lada 2003; Gutermuth et al. 2009 ) from the densest parts of GMCs (so called molecular clumps, Williams et al. 2000) . Beuther et al. (2007) proposed three simple evolutionary stages of massive star cluster formation -massive starless clumps, protoclusters and final star clusters. Infrared dark clouds (IRDCs, Perault et al. 1996; Carey et al. 1998) are promising sources in which to search for such massive early stage clumps and cores (e.g., Rathborne et al. 2005; Chambers et al. 2009; Butler & Tan 2012; Kong et al. 2018; Liu et al. 2018; Motte et al. 2018 ). On the other hand, Giant HII regions are representative sources to investigate the protoclusters harboring already-formed massive stars (Conti & Crowther 2004; Lim & De Buizer 2019) . However, even in the recent studies of IRDCs and Giant HII regions, observational limitations of angular resolution affect the ability to determine detailed interstellar medium (ISM) structures (e.g., Schneider et al. 2015; Lim et al. 2016) and to distinguish individual YSOs in young clusters (Lim & De Buizer 2019) .
Orion A is the closest massive star-forming cloud at a distance of ∼400 pc from the Sun (Menten et al. 2007; Kounkel et al. 2018) , which is about an order of magnitude closer than typical IRDCs and Giant HII regions (Conti & Crowther 2004; Simon et al. 2006; Ellsworth-Bowers et al. 2013 ). Orion A is also recognized for its similarities to a well-known IRDC, G11.11-0.12 (Kainulainen et al. 2013 ) and the presence of active HII regions (Salgado et al. 2016) , making it the best laboratory to investigate cluster formation containing a wide range of evolutionary stages and with stars spanning a wide range of masses. It is essential to study the kinematics of such structures to test dynamical models of the star formation process.
Two examples of the recent studies of molecular structures and young stellar objects (YSOs) in Orion A are the CARMA-NRO Orion Survey ) and the INfrared Spectra of Young Nebulous Clusters (IN-SYNC) project (Da Rio et al. 2016) . Kong et al. (2018) achieved the highest angular resolution 12 CO(1-0), 13 CO(1-0) and C 18 O(1-0) observations to date for Orion A (∼5 ) by merging Combined Array for Research in Millimeter Astronomy (CARMA) and Nobeyama Radio Observatory 45 m telescope (NRO) data. One needs to note that the best CO observations (J=1-0) toward Orion A before the CARMA-NRO Orion Survey were from the NRO survey. Using the NRO only CO data with a moderate angular resolution of ∼ 20 , Feddersen et al. (2018) , Ishii et al. (2019) , and Tanabe et al. (2019) analyzed molecular cloud structure and particularly investigated effects of stellar feedback in Orion A. As a part of the IN-SYNC project, Da Rio et al. (2016) examined kinematic associations between molecular structures and YSOs in Orion A by comparing 13 CO(1-0) position-velocity diagrams (PVDs) with the radial velocities of ∼2,700 YSOs.
GMC-GMC collisions are potential triggers of star formation (e.g., Tan 2000) . In fact, star cluster formation in Orion A has been suggested to be the result of GMC collisions by many observational studies (e.g., Nakamura et al. 2012; Fukui et al. 2018) . However, these studies have typically been limited to searching for the "bridge effect" (Haworth et al. 2015; Bisbas et al. 2017) in positionvelocity diagrams from molecular gas tracers, such as 12 CO(1-0). Recently, Bisbas et al. (2018) In this study, we investigate star cluster formation in Orion A by utilizing the 13 CO CARMA-NRO Orion Survey data ) and IN-SYNC YSO information (Da Rio et al. 2016) . For a more detailed look at potential cloud-cloud collision signatures in the Orion A region, we also utilize a recent SOFIA-upGREAT [Cii] observation (Pabst et al. 2019 ) originally designed to study the effect of stellar feedback. We compare the observational analyses to theoretical models.
The paper is structured as follows. In section 2, we address the analysis methods of the observational data. Section 3 presents the results from this analysis. We discuss the observational results and their comparison to theoretical models in section 4. The 13 CO (1-0) 0th moment map with star-forming clumps studied by Kong et al. (2018) shown by white circles.
Observational Data Analysis Methods

Summary of the SDSS IN-SYNC Data
The IN-SYNC survey was performed with the SDSS-III Apache Point Observatory Galactic Evolution Experiment (APOGEE), a fiber-fed multi object infrared spectrograph, operating in H-band in the wavelength range 1.5µm < ∼ λ < ∼ 1.7µm with 2 size fibers. The spectral resolution is λ/∆λ 22,500 and the observation had a selection limit at 12.5 H magnitude. Da Rio et al. (2016) analysed ∼2,700 sources in the area of the Orion A cloud and identified ∼1,900 YSOs as members of the Orion A cloud.
The IN-SYNC data provide estimates of stellar parameters and radial velocities of YSOs in the Orion A area. In our study we focus on the estimates of age and radial velocity of the YSOs. The median uncertainties of the age are ∼1.15 Myr and for radial velocity are ∼0.91 km/s. The left panel of figure 1 shows the location of IN-SYNC YSOs with the colors related to their different age.
Summary of the CARMA-NRO Orion Survey and
Methods of Analysis for 13 CO(1-0)
The CARMA-NRO Orion Survey provides combined 13 CO(1-0) data with Full Width Half Maximum (FWHM) of the beam 8 × 6 , position angle 10 • , channel width 0.22 km s −1 , and rms noise level 0.64 K ; see also Nakamura et al. 2019 for the details of the Nobeyama observations). The map spans approximately 2.3
• along the declination direction covering from OMC-3 (northernmost cloud) to NGC1999 (southernmost cloud) as shown in the right panel of figure 1.
Here, we take advantage of the high angular resolution of these 13 CO(1-0) observations, which is generally sufficient to give independent measurements of gas properties around each YSO in the IN-SYNC survey. We com- YSO position with multi-Gaussian fits (R.A. and Dec. at the top of the plot). Solid lines show the observed 13 CO(1-0) spectrum. The black dotted, dashed and long-dashed lines show single, double and triple Gaussian fits to the spectrum. We select the fiducial multi-Gaussian model from the minimum χ 2 values among the models (in this case, two Gaussian fit). The vertical dotted line indicates the YSO velocity. We derive the σ values of all 1,371 spectra (sources in the CARMA-NRO mapping area) and adopt the median value, σ ∼ 0.59 K, to determine the intensity peaks at T mb > ∼ 3σ ∼ 1.8 K.
pare the 13 CO(1-0) spectra from individual pixels containing IN-SYNC YSO positions to the stellar properties of the corresponding YSOs. There are 1,529 YSOs defined as members of Orion A filamentary structure along the Declination range of the CARMA-NRO Orion Survey mapping area. Among the IN-SYNC YSOs, 1,371 sources are located where the 13 CO(1-0) data exist. We investigate all of 1,371 13 CO(1-0) spectra and compare them with the YSO properties. We will focus on exploring the physical and kinematic relation between YSOs and the molecular gas (hereafter Gas-YSO association).
Most of the investigated 13 CO(1-0) spectra (∼ 87%)
show multiple velocity components (typically 2-3). We have developed a simple automated metric to determine the number of components and their properties through a multiple Gaussian component fitting procedure. For the example spectrum shown in figure 2, we plot the bestfit reduced χ 2 so that χ
for each channel and NDOF (the number of degrees of freedom) = N channel − Npar. T mb,obs is the observed 13 CO(1-0) brightness temperature of the channel, T mb,exp is the expected 13 CO brightness temperature of the channel, the total number of channels (N channel ) is 74, and the number of parameters (Npar) are 3, 6, or 9 (for single, double or triple Gaussian cases, respectively). We determine the 1 σ noise level of the 13 CO spectra by examining line-free velocity ranges (typically 0 − 5km/s) of all 1,529 sources and derive the median value which is T mb ∼0.59 K. We then select the line emission components over 3 σ (T mb ∼ 1.8 K Henshaw et al. 2016) . SCOUSE determines, with user input help, the number of velocity components and their profile information for a given spectrum. We compare peak intensities, widths, and centroids, between both methods for 50 selected 13 CO spectra. For all of the 50 spectra, our fitting method agrees well with SCOUSE. We note that our method and SCOUSE both utilize MPFIT (a nonlinear least squares fitting methods; Markwardt 2009) with same concepts of NDOF and χ 2 ν . Thus, it is not surprising to see good agreement between the two methods. We also compare the multi-component fitting models of this study to a PYTHON based fully automated fitter for multi-component line emissions, the Behind The Spectrum (BTS; Clarke et al. 2018) . The difference between SCOUSE and BTS are the input of user-defined parameters where BTS only needs minimal inputs. We show the detail comparison of the derived parameters of the 50 sample spectra with the three different methods in Appendix 1. The comparison shows that the investigation of the main 13 CO(1-0) velocity components of the fitting methods of this study is very robust. The properties of individual YSOs (age and radial velocity, vYSO; Da Rio et al. 2016 ) are compared to the major 13 CO(1-0) velocity structures (containing the strongest peak) of the corresponding locations (i.e., v13CO): in particular, we examine the difference in radial velocity between the molecular structures as traced by 13 CO(1-0) and the YSOs (∆v = v13CO − vYSO) at each YSO position. Then, we search for any trend in ∆v with YSO age. We also measure the mass surface density of the molecular gas (Σ) following the method of, e.g., Hernandez & Tan (2011) , i.e., starting from the basic theoretical assumptions:
where λ0 =0.272 cm for 13 CO(1-0), g l and gu are the statistical weights of the lower and upper levels, A is the Einstein A coefficient (6.3355 × 10 −8 s −1 ), Tex is the excitation temperature, h is the Planck constant, and k is the Boltzmann constant. Qrot is the partition function which for linear molecules is given by Qrot = Σ ∞ J=0 (2J + 1)exp(−EJ /kTex) with EJ = J(J + 1)hB, where J is the rotational quantum number and B is the rotational constant for 13 CO(1-0).
For the Tex of each pixel, we utilize the 12 CO Tex map derived by Kong et al. (2018) as the 13 CO Tex. The τν is the line optical depth, which is integrated over correspond- ing velocity/frequency ranges, and is estimated from the relationship
where TB,ν is the main beam brightness temperature at
and T bg is the background temperature of 2.725 K. The CO isotopic column densities are converted to total mass surface densities using the 13 CO/ 12 CO and 12 CO/H2 abundance ratios from Milam et al. (2005) and Lacy et al. (1994) , respectively. Milam et al. (2005) assumed the 13 CO/ 12 CO ratio to be X12CO/X13CO = 6.2 × DGC/kpc + 18.7, where DGC is Galactocentric distance. The Orion A region has n12CO/n13CO 69.6 (c.f. 62±4; Langer & Penzias 1993, and 76±6; Smith et al. 2015) . Lacy et al. (1994) estimated 12 CO abundance, X12CO = 2.0 × 10 −4 . Based on these abundance relations, we calculate the mass surface density of each pixel as, Σ = µH × N13CO/X12CO g cm −2 , where µH=2.34×10 −24 g is the mean molecular mass in the gas. One needs to note that N13CO is derived by integrating over the major velocity components only. The Gas-YSO association is investigated by comparing the Σ of the ∼1,500 YSO positions to the ages of corresponding YSOs.
Summary of SOFIA-upGREAT [Cii] Data
We utilize a publicly available SOFIA-upGREAT 158µm
[Cii] data set that stems from observations of the northern part of Orion A cloud (Pabst et al. 2019) . The 158 µm SOFIA-upGREAT data have an angular resolution of ∼ 18 . The [Cii] data cube has a velocity resolution of ∼ 0.2 km/s, and an rms noise level of ∼1.0 K (T mb ).
In this work, we perform a qualitative analysis to understand the dynamics of the Orion A region, i.e., whether or not a cloud-cloud collision scenario can be supported. We, thus, perform normalizations to explore the trends as indicated in figure 3. While there is likely to be a minimum uncertainty level of at least 1 Myr in any given absolute age estimate, relative ages are likely to be better determined.
Results
Correlations between gas and YSOs
We find that the majority of YSOs with ages ≤1 Myr are located coincident (in projection) with the dense parts of the filamentary molecular structures. On the other hand, older (> 1 Myr) YSOs are spread over the entire field. More quantitatively, we determine that 62 % of the younger population (≤1 Myr) is located inside the lowest contour level (30 K km/s) of the 13 CO(1-0) emission, while only 35 % of the relatively older population (> 1 Myr) is found inside that contour level. This confirms the expectation that star formation occurs in the densest cloud regions, with the YSOs remaining associated with their natal dense gas for ∼ 1 Myr, followed by relative motion between stars and gas or gas dispersal after this (see also Da Rio et al. 2016) . filament so that we average over 50 pixels (100 ) in the Dec. direction as well as all pixels in the R.A. direction. The small boxes in the top left panel of figure 3 indicate the median values of the ∆v and the errorbars show the scatters of the data points in each bin. We choose the bin size to be 0.5 dex along the logarithmic YSO ages except for the first bin which includes all YSOs under 1 Myr.
Figure 3(b) shows the 'Σ vs. age' of all YSOs where the mass surface density, Σ, of each source has been derived from the major 13 CO component that we use for the '∆v vs. age' relation. Since we cannot determine the true environmental Σ for the YSOs without 13 CO detection, we do not include them (i.e. red dotted sources in figure 3(a)) for this analysis. We show the YSO ages of non-detected 13 CO(1-0) as red upward arrows ( figure 3(b) ).
In figure 3(a) and The 'Σ vs. age' of the entire Orion A is shown in the bottom panel of figure 3 which shows that the younger YSOs are more closely associated with denser gas structures. We normalize the Σ of each YSO position so that the maximum normalized Σ is 1. We find that ∼30 % of the YSO population with ages≤1 Myr have their normalized Σ above 0.1 while ∼12 % of the YSOs with ages>1 Myr are above 0.1. The median values of the normalized Σ of the age bins are shown in both figure 3(b) and table 1. The relatively flat trend for the bins with age > ∼ 10 7 years is possibly due to the small sample size while the normalized Σ decreases along YSO evolution.
'∆v vs. age' and 'Σ vs. age' of Stellar Clusters
In figure 4 , we inspect the local trends of six sub-regions corresponding to star clusters (see Kong et al. 2018) marked with white circles in figure 1 (b). We use the same approach as that performed for the entire Orion A region but considering larger age bin sizes so that we have three bins (age≤ 10 6 , 10 6 > age ≤ 10 6.5 and age> 10 6.5 years).
The reason for the reduced number of bins is mainly the small number of YSOs inside the white circles (see table 2 for the number of YSOs in each circle). A typical radius (r∼0.55 pc) is selected from the size of L1641N in Nakamura et al. (2012) . For convenience, we then apply the same value to all other clusters, except for the ONC-OMC-1 (r∼0.85 pc) which is ∼1.5 times larger than all other regions. The center positions of the clusters are defined by optimal extraction (Naylor 1998) from the 13 CO 0th moment map produced by Kong et al. (2018) . The ba- Figure 4 and table 3 show the ∆v vs. age and Σ vs. age of the six clusters. The ∆v vs. age relation of ONC-OMC-1, OMC-2, OMC-4 and L1641N are qualitatively consistent with the trend found for the entire cloud so that median ∆v values are close to 0 km/s and the scatters increases for the older population. However, OMC-3 and NGC1999 show different trends to the entire Orion A. The scatters get smaller in the older population which is possibly due to the small sample size for the old YSO population. The Σ vs. age show that the normalized Σ of ONC-OMC-1, OMC-2, OMC-4, L1641N and NGC1999 likely decreases while increasing age, similar to the global trend. The dynamic range of the normalized Σ does not significantly change in OMC-2, L1641N and NGC1999, i.e. different from the global trend, while ONC-OMC-1 and OMC-4 resemble the global trend (having larger dynamic range of Σ in older population). OMC-1 shows consistently a large scatter of the normalized Σ along the YSO ages. 
Probability Distribution Functions of the velocities
The Gas-YSO association along the Orion A filament is investigated via the probability distribution function of vYSO and v13CO (v-PDF). For this analysis, we first divide the Orion A cloud in five regions along declination direction that include defined star clusters except Region 3 that is located between OMC-4 and L1641N. In figure 5 , we present the 13 CO(1-0) 0th moment map showing the five regions on the left and the v-PDFs of entire Orion A and the five regions on the right. We focus on the positions of the peaks and the Full Width Half Maximum (FWHM) of the distribution functions by performing simple multi-Gaussian fits since sometimes the peak and dispersions do not appear clearly in multi-peaked regions. We investigate the overall trend of the v-PDFs so that the parameters from the Gaussian fits provide us corresponding information. The position of the peaks and the widths of the v-PDF provide the representative velocity structures in the inspected regions and the kinematic dispersion of the them, respectively.
The v-PDFs of the entire Orion A show single distributions for both vYSO and v13CO where the velocity peaks are separated only by ∼0.4 km/s. The vYSO distribution is wider than the v13CO distribution while the population of blue-shifted YSOs (compared to v13CO) is slightly larger than for the red-shifted YSOs. The v-PDF peaks/FWHMs of vYSO and v13CO are ∼8.3/7.5 km/s and ∼8.7/4.4 km/s, respectively. There is a second v13CO peak at ∼10.3 km/s of the global v-PDF which is dominated by the major v13CO peak of Region 1 that contains OMC-2 and OMC-3 clusters. Region 1 shows a narrow single Gaussian distribution of v13CO where the peak/FWHM are ∼10.7/0.9 km/s while the vYSO shows two relatively wide normal distributions peaked at ∼10.3 (normalized probability∼0.34) and ∼12.3 km/s (normalized probability∼0.58) with FWHMs of ∼7.3 and 3.1 km/s, respectively. Region 2 presents mostly blue-shifted single Gaussian vYSO distribution. The of vYSO distribution at ∼4.9, 6.7 and 9.6 km/s with the FWHMs of 5.8, 0.2 and 2.6 km/s, respectively. The v13CO distribution shows only one narrow peak at ∼6.9 km/s with the FWHM as ∼0.8 km/s. The normalized v13CO distribution peak of Region 5 is consistent with the ∼6.7 km/s peak of vYSO distribution. their methods to test the cloud-cloud collision scenario of star cluster formation in Orion A using the high angular resolution [Cii] 158 µm (SOFIA-upGREAT) and 13 CO (1-0) (CARMA-NRO) data.
Comparing
The white circles in figure 6 show the four northern clusters (ONC-OMC-1, OMC-2, OMC-3 and OMC-4) where both the [Cii] and 13 CO observations exist as well as two test regions (Edge1 and Edge2). Pabst et al. (2019) inspect the [Cii] PVD of the northern part of Orion A and compare it to a simple model of a spherically expanding shell with velocity of 13 km/s. According to their results, the locations of Edge1 and Edge2 can be assumed to be at the border of the expanding shell where the foreground velocity components are either absent or merged into the major peaks. The ONC-OMC-1 region is also consistent with the location of the border of expansion while OMC-4 is situated at the middle of the shell along the line of sight direction. The OMC-2 and OMC-3 are outside of the expanding shell thus we can expect the gas kinematics on these regions undergo minimal effects of the enormous stellar feedback by θ 1 Orionis C (Pabst et al. 2019) . The 13 CO(1-0) and [Cii] emission from the six sub-regions can, thus, present the gas kinematics of cold and dense filamentary structures ( 13 CO) or warm envelopes ([Cii] ) in different environments with and without effects of strong stellar feedback.
The map of figure 6 shows the false-color 0th moment maps of the blue-shifted [Cii] figure 6 ) are presented on the upper panels of figure 6.
One also needs to note that the wider [Cii] profile than 13 CO in all regions only except OMC-4 is possibly due to photoevaporation flows at the surfaces of the denser gas as we know that Orion A is a PDR to a large degree. The nine panels in the right of figure 6 show the 13 CO and [Cii] velocity profiles of randomly selected pixel positions (white crosses of figure 6 ).
The top panels of Fig 6 show Orion A will be reported in a future paper.
In Fig 6, emission. The pixel numbered 9 is situated at the edge of the expanding shell (inside Edge2 region). The 13 CO emission features of the entire Edge2 region and the pixel numbered 9 quantitatively agree with each other for the peak velocity and the narrow velocity ranges. This may indicate that dense molecular structure in/around the Edge2 area is kinematically quiescent. The [Cii] emission in panel 9 shows a significant secondary feature that is possibly associated with the expanding shell moving toward us, while the integrated [Cii] emission inside the Edge2 region shows a secondary feature which may move away from us. This implies that the warm envelope traced by [Cii] has extreme kinematic variations in/around the Edge2 area compared to the 13 CO emission. 
Discussion
In this study, we present kinematic properties of Orion A by analyzing three independent survey data sets -SDSS III IN-SYNC, CARMA-NRO ORION 13 CO(1-0) and SOFIAupGREAT 158µm [Cii] surveys. These observations trace distinct targets and their properties. The IN-SYNC data provide us with the age and radial velocities of YSOs while CARMA-NRO 13 CO(1-0) data are sensitive to the gas motion of the coldest and densest parts of molecular structures (e.g. clumps and cores). The SOFIA 158 µm [Cii] fine-structure line measures the energy input into the dense medium possessing insufficient optical depth to shield UV radiation. Here, we discuss the further indication of the analytic results and also compare them to the theoretical models.
Trends
We have investigated the Gas-YSO association in Orion A via analyzing ∆v vs. age, Σ vs. age, and v-PDFs of the entire Orion A region as well as for 6 sub-regions (young stellar clusters). The analysis of Gas-YSO association reveals a trend where dense molecular structures and YSOs lose kinematic adherence with evolution, especially in the northern part of Orion A.
Comparison with modelling
We compare the observational results of Gas-YSO associations with those measured from numerical simulations of star cluster formation. To investigate the likelihood of a cloud-cloud collision formation scenario for Orion A, we utilize magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) simulations from Wu et al. (2017a; 2017b) , who developed models comparing non-colliding and colliding GMCs. The Wu et al. (2017a) simulations focused on dense molecular structures and synthetic observations. We additionally utilize the Wu et al. (2017b) results which involve modelling of stellar dynamics. Figure 8 present the snapshots of the simulation 4 Myrs after the events (collapsing/colliding) start. Interestingly, the simulated 13 CO distribution roughly resembles the global shape of the Orion A molecular cloud, i.e. its filamentary shape with a denser northern part, although the simulation was not intended to reproduce the Orion A cloud. It is worth noting that the off-centered collision preferentially creates such a cloud structure. While MHD simulations of low-mass star forming regions are capable of producing filamentary structures (e.g. Inoue & Inutsuka 2016) , these simulations result in clouds with much lower column density than observed in the Orion A region (by about two orders of magnitude). Figure 9 present the ∆v vs. age and Σ vs. age relations for the non-colliding and colliding GMCs from the simulated data. The 13 CO and [Cii] simulations presented in the current work are derived from Wu et al. (2017a) by post-processing individual snapshots. Using the astrochemical code 3d-pdr 1 (Bisbas et al. 2012 ) and the PDR methodology of connecting the local total H-nucleus number density with a most probable value of effective visual extinction from Bisbas et al. (2017) (see also Wu et al. 2015) , we perform synthetic observations of GMC simulations described in Wu et al. (2017a) . The white rectangles in figure 8 show the location where we extract the 1 https://uclchem.github.io/3dpdr.html data points (their size is ∼ 16 × 16 pc 2 , note that entire CARMA-NRO Orion survey field is ∼16 pc; Kong et al. 2018) . We find that the cloud-cloud collision scenario qualitatively reproduces better the Gas-YSO association of the entire Orion A (cf. figure 3 ; ∆v ∼0 km/s, larger ∆v scatter at older population, decreasing Σ along evolution and, larger Σ scatter at older population) when compared to the non-colliding scenario. It should be noted that the numerical codes underestimate the increasing ∆v scatter of the YSOs since the spatial resolution of the simulations are not enough to resolve the close encounters (Wu et al. 2017b ). Thus, the models provide lower limits but the qualitative results, i.e. the trends, shown here should be met. The non-colliding GMC model shows that the stars are consistently well associated with the dense molecular clouds, thus no active dispersion happens, while the cloud-cloud collision generates large dispersion throughout its dynamical evolution. These simulated trends are consistent for different projections as seen in figure 9.
As seen in figure 4 , ONC-OMC-1 and OMC-4 clusters show the clearest trends resembling the colliding GMC cases while OMC-2 arguably favors the cloud-cloud collision scenario only from the trend of ∆v vs. age. The trends for OMC-3 are very different from any other sub-regions showing smaller ∆v vs. age scatter for the older population and a large scatter in Σ vs. age without any specific trend. This could indicate a young dynamic age of the region where two or more star forming clouds are interacting, merging, and thereby triggering more star-formation. The NGC1999 region is relatively quiescent and more consistent with the non-colliding GMC case. On the other hand, L1641N shows that a trend of ∆v vs. age that is more consistent with the cloud-cloud collision scenario while the tendency of Σ vs. age is unclear.
The possibility of cloud-cloud collision in the northern part of Orion A is collated by comparing the observed line profiles of the 13 CO and [Cii] emission to theoretical models based on Bisbas et al. (2018) . In particular, we focus on sub-regions within non-colliding and colliding clouds at dynamical times of t = 4 Myr (see also Bisbas et al. 2018) containing dense filaments and we perform radiative transfer calculations for the lines of [Cii] 158 µm and 13 CO (1-0) (covering the white rectangles in figure 9) . The spectra from the theoretical models were extracted from a 2 pc width strip across the densest part of the cloud for each colliding scenario as well as along the line of sight (Bisbas et al. 2018 ). The entire simulated cloud structure has its effective radius, r eff > ∼ 20 pc so the strip is considered as a thin slice of the cloud. Since the 'thin slice' represents the local environment of each scenario, the proper observational analogue would be to analyze individual spectral pixels rather than the averaged spectra of an entire cluster. This aspect is presented in the upper panel of figure 6 Kirk et al. (2017) . They found the most cores are not gravitationally bound but created and stabilized by external pressure. One needs to note that such mechanism can be also triggered by expending PDR shells located nearby OMC-3 region. A well known expanding bubble, NGC 1977, is located close to the northern direction of OMC-3. A more extended analysis of the pixel by pixel 13 CO vs. [Cii] comparison will help to statistically confirm or refute the cloud-cloud collision scenario in the Orion A region in a forthcoming work.
Concluding remarks
We have investigated the kinematic properties of various structures in the Orion A cloud in order to examine the star cluster formation mechanisms. Even with the qualitatively consistent observational evidences of cloud-cloud collision as an important star cluster forming mechanisms in Orion A, one needs further interpretation to this as the dominant process of the star cluster formation. Similar to Feddersen et al. (2019) and Pabst et al. (2019) , the kinematic contribution of stellar feedback in Orion A is significant enough to affect the entire system where the feedback from OB association can even create the Orion A filament (Bally et al. 1987) . For instance, the gas around the older YSOs can have been dispersed by external processes or feedbacks so that the loosening Gas-YSO association is generated by such mechanisms. Since the simulations do not contain stellar feedback, the theoretical models including strong stellar feedback are needed to confirm the observational evidences of cloud-cloud collision. The large structure dynamics involving multi-number of molecular structures can include, but is not limited to gravitational converging flows from a rotating sheet (Hartmann & Burkert 2007) , and the oscillating dense filamentary structures which can eject star system from the mother clouds, so called slingshot mechanism (Stutz & Gould 2016) . These scenarios can explain the larger ∆v scatter at older YSO population by the global motions of the molecular clouds but are unable to address the velocity offset between the 13 CO and [Cii] emission. With careful investigations involving the large scale dynamics with various levels of stellar feedback input, we will be able to have more complete understanding about what observations tell us about the Galactic star cluster formation processes.
Appendix 1 Comparing Multi-component Gaussian fitters
In this section, we introduce the derived parameters of the three different multi-component line fitters of this study, SCOUSE, and BTS. In table 4 and figure 11, we present the parameters of the main components only with the number of components each fitter derived. As shown in figure 11 , we compare the three Gaussian parameters, i.e. the peak intensities, central velocities, and FWHMs of the main components, among the fitters while we use the parameters of this study as the references. The 42 out of 50 sample YSOs show that the peak intensities of BTS and/or SCOUSE agree within 2 K. The other 8 sources show that both BTS and SCOUSE agree each other for the peak intensities within 2 K while they differ from the intensities from this study by ∼3-12 K. The FWHMs also vary by about a factor of two at the most extreme case. The central velocities are agreeing quite well (all within 1 km/s) so that our main point, investigating the difference in the velocities, is very robust. The fitter of this study tends to have more number of peaks than BTS and SCOUSE. This is mainly due to their approaches to multi-components having close central velocities. The multi-Gaussian fitter of this study assumes that such close components are results of very close gas structures while BTS and SCOUSE sometimes assume those as results of self-absorption lines. This can also explain the several of the much higher intensity peaks in BTS and SCOUSE than those of this study. One needs to note that we use 13 CO(1-0) emission line which is optically thin in general where the effects of self-absorption are rare. 
